
 

Race Report  -  ROBINSON CRUSOE 2019 -  WINSTON_4 

 

Not very much to say about a Sprint that promised to be VERY quick and turned out to be VERY slow and 

quite difficult. 

I started because I had a nice slot of time to dedicate to the corners around the island. Furthermore, when I 

saw that we would have gone through a giant shift just before the finish line, I felt like the Poker player 

when he sees plenty of gold in the middle of the table and says : …..”The dish is rich and in it I ditch” !!!! 

Slow but technical ….. I decided I had a chance to fight for an honorable spot …….. 

During the last 30 minutes or couple of miles I invested all my money in betting that rafa had the race……..  

I could not believe possible to hold some of the 6 cents of a mile I had versus an opponent who was coming 

down in increasing breeze and some 15/20 degrees better angle than mine. I was very happy with my 

second spot (in these days a top ten to enable myself to self-send a certificate at year’s end is enough 

…LOLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL) 

It turned out that I was wrong and capable in my lane to hold that little glitch of advantage that counts 

when one cuts the finish line …….I had to admit publicly in chat ….: “perhaps I do not understand this game 

any longer“ … and I am serious about it …. still now do not understand , but I accept the results as good 

start for a 2019 that will see me again in Sabbatical time, but often ready to thrust the pinky boat in the 

melee. 

Till next one !!!!!  Piero ;)) 

WINSTON_4/January 2019 

 

 

 

 “ MAY BE …….I AM …..YOUNG AGAIN !!! “ ……;))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

Ciao ALL!! ……WIN 

 


